Can Lessons From Systems-Based Mastery Learning for Thoracentesis Be Translated to Hospitalists?
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There has been a nationwide shift away from general internists performing bedside thoracenteses and toward referring them to pulmonology and interventional radiology services.1 Aligning with this trend, the American Board of Internal Medicine now only requires that internal medicine (IM)–trained physicians understand the indications, complications, and management of bedside procedures.2

However, thoracentesis is still considered a core competency of practicing hospitalists.3 Furthermore, evidence suggests that thoracenteses done by general internists have high patient satisfaction, reduce hospital length of stay, are more cost-effective, and are as safe as those done by consultants.4–6 It is thus important to understand the reasons for referrals to specialty services and to investigate potential interventions that increase performance of procedures by internists.

In this issue of the *Journal of Hospital Medicine*, Barsuk and colleagues present a prospective, single-center study assessing the impact of simulation-based mastery learning (SBML) on thoracentesis among a randomly selected group of IM residents.7 They studied how their program influenced simulated skills, procedural self-confidence, frequency of real-world performance, and rate and reasons for referral to consultants. The authors compared the latter outcomes to traditionally trained residents and hospitalists, finding that SBML improved skills, self-confidence, and the relative frequency of general internist–performed procedures. Low confidence and limited time were the primary reasons for referral.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to show that SBML can lead to a clinically and statistically significant change in thoracentesis referral patterns, which may have important implications for hospitalists. Given the inconsistent amount and quality of procedural training across IM residency programs, hospitalists may be increasingly ill prepared to perform thoracentesis and train future generations in its best practices.2,8–9 This study demonstrates that SBML can provide trainees with essential hands-on skills development and experience that is often missing from traditional training models.

Yet, although SBML seems to affect resident referral patterns, its potential impact on practicing hospitalists is less clear. Hospitalists provide the majority of care for general medicine inpatients around the country, and in this study had a dramatically lower rate of bedside procedure performance than even traditionally trained residents (0.7% vs 14.2%), which makes them vital to any strategy to increase bedside thoracentesis rates.9 Yet the results by Barsuk et al. suggest that the effect size of SBML on hospitalists may be much smaller than on trainees. First, the primary driver of resident practice change appeared to be increased confidence, but baseline hospitalist confidence was significantly greater than that of traditionally trained residents. Second, it is unclear what, if any, effect SBML would have on the time needed to perform a thoracentesis, which was a major factor for hospitalists referring to consult services. Lastly, given the known decrement in procedural skills over time, the durability and associated costs of longitudinal SBML training are unknown.10–12

The fact that general internist–performed thoracenteses are as safe and more cost-effective than those performed by consultants is a compelling argument to shift procedures back to the bedside. However, these cost analyses do not account for the opportunity cost for hospitalists, either in lost time spent caring for additional patients or in longer shift lengths. It is important to understand whether and how it can be feasible for general internists to perform more bedside thoracenteses so physician training and resource utilization can be optimized. Whereas confidence and time are likely limiting factors for all general internists, this study suggests that their relative importance may markedly differ between residents and hospitalists, and it is unclear how much the change in confidence resulting from SBML would affect the rates of thoracentesis by generalists beyond practice settings involving trainees. The feasibility, cost, and efficacy of SBML deserve more study in multiple clinical environments to understand its true impact. Ultimately, we suspect that only an intervention addressing procedural time demands will lead to meaningful, sustained increases in general internist–performed thoracenteses.
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